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stablished in 1994, Jon Underhill 
Real Estate is a full-service real estate 

company distinguished by its longstanding 
reputation and commitment to deliver 
unparalleled service to clients. The company 
has been acknowledged as AY’s Best Real 
Estate company since 2018 with several real 
estate agents recognized as AY’s Best Real 
Estate Agents (seen on subsequent pages).   
Jon Underherhill Real Estate has sold more 
than $275 million worth of real estate in 

2020 and 2021.  “While the company is 
known for selling high-end luxury homes, we 
want to be the real estate solution for every 
client in central Arkansas,” Principal Broker 
Brandy Harp says. The company’s mission 
is to employ a unique, specialized strategy 
to help each client succeed with their real 
estate investment, while always maintaining 
the highest level of professionalism, integrity 
and respect. “We set ourselves apart from the 
competition by being experts in every aspect 

of the process to help each client succeed with 
their real estate investment,”  Harp says. With 
proven results in customer service, financial 
management, marketing and advertising, the 
company works diligently to not only meet, but 
exceed their clients’ goals.  

For more information including the 
company’s new listings, home maintenance tips 
and more, connect with them on social media 
@jonunderhill.com on Instagram, Facebook 
and LinkedIn.
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Left to Right (Standing) Brittyn Johnson, Kyle Davis, Catherine Young , Debbie Heller, Belinda Grace, Sara 
Gardner, LaJuana Whyte.  (Seated) Meg France, Ashley Schwander, Stephanie Tharp, Donna Carlson.

Left to Right (Standing) Richard Harp, Brandy Harp, Terry Quinn, Kelly McConnell, 
Cynthia Hu, Diann Johnson. (Seated) Susan Meador, Jon Underhill and Sue Fess.

Brandy Harp
Principal Broker
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